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UNITED S'rTATS GOVERNMENT GENERAL ACCOUNTING MAIOC

AMemorandum
October 18, 1573

TO Associate Director, LCD/CIMIS - Donald L. Eirich

FRO\t Senior Attorney, 0CC - Geraldine M. Rubart

SUBJECT: COji~ients on Supplemental Guidance for Agency
Matching Programs (File B-l30'41)

The proposed -Office of ?Management and Budget (OMB)
Supplemental Guidance for agency matching programs is an
important step toward limit.ino and controlling the use of
the matching of computer f.les on individuals by Federal
agencies. Among other things, the Guidance provides that
every matching program should be ident.fied and reported
to OMB and that both the aqency conducting the program and
those asked to provide records for matching should publish
notices in the Federal _Reistor explaining why the matchin"
program is needed 2nd descrb ng the disclosures of records
which will be made to or from the system, including the
legal justification for any routine use'involved.

Since CMB is primarily an oversight agency rather than
a regulatory body, and since final responsibility for com-
pliance with the Privacy Act of 1974 rests with the agen-
cies, the proposed Supplemental Guidance Is advisory
rather than mandatory. Thus, it basically supplements the
OMB Guidelines for implementing section 3 of the Privacy
Act (40 Fed. Req. 28949-23978 (July 1975)) and establishes
procedures rather than requirements for tie conduct of
matching programs carried out by Federal agencies to reduce
fraud or unauthorized cayments In a Federal program or to
collect debts owed to the Federal Government.

Computer matching programs carried out by Federal
aganc -es ½-Dr purposes other than reductior, of fraud or
collection of debts and ccrzin disclosures to norn-Federal

..entiti for rur-.os Of ,-< is- are no: w:.t^.n t'e cefir.-
tion of "rtcF no -rejrer" -rov.'If i te -1e-ental
~uidance, althout the letter does attcmpt to estaelish
certain ro-eortin. rcquirc c,'cntf for thneze matches.

Cc.-.::ents on certain zrecti.ns follow:
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Section 1. SCOPE

The Supplemental Guidance basically limits its scope to
those matching programs carried out by Federal agencies that
atternt to reduce fraud in Federal Programs or to collect
debts owed to the Eederal Government. The Supplemental Cuid-
ance also establishes reporting requirements for matching
progra.,.s carried cut by Federal agencies for other purposes.
Specifically excluded from the definition of matching pro-
grarms are computer checks made in resconse to an application
for a benefit to determine a specific individual's eligibil-
ity for the benefit. The rationale fcr eliminating this kind
of procedure frown the.purview of the Supplemental Guidance
is net clear. Gn one hand, the lack of guidelines for these
kinds of computerized ciecks mav simzly mean that they may
occur w%,ithout any limiting procedures from G.;B. The other
rationale may be that such checks are not an appropriate use
of computer matchino and should not occur without a statutory
mandate. Tihe rationale for their omission from the scope of
the Supplemental Guidance should be clarified.

Section 2. DEFI1'IITIGCAS

A "matching program" is defined as a procedure carried
out by a Federal agency whereby the records mraintained by
one Federal agency are compared by cc.m7puter with the records.
of another entity, such as another iederal agency, a State
or local unit of Government, or a person. A matching program,
however, by definition does not include checks on specific
individuals in response to an applicrtion for a benefit or
as a result of the acquisition ot information that raises
question- Boout a specific individual's eligibility that
are reason.ably cvnterForaneous with the application or
acquisition.

The Supplemental Guidance does not clarify whether
computer matches to verify accuracy cf information are to
be avoided by aqencies since they are not even considered
to be a 'matching program" or whether such matches were
omitted tro.,: the 6:cfir.iticn Of mntc'.-I nrocsrcm so that
they coula occur without limitations or radditional require-
rents.
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Section 3. P rEUIt.EME1TS FOR !:ATCiIi"G P.OCGRJ:S--,i;ATCHII:G
ACEN'CY

One of the main criticisms of the Project i,;atch, a
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (IEU.) program
designed to identify individuals who were wrongfully receiv-
irg welfare by com>Pring FE-7 welfare roll co'rruter tayes with
taoes cf the employees of various agencies such as the Civil
Service Commission (CSC) or th2 Department of Defense (DOD),
was that Privacy Pct restrictions only secmed to apply to the
entity or agency maintaining the other tape needed by H.A1 for
the matchina. For example, DOD and CSC had to meet a Pri.vacy
Act condition before disclosing their respective coT4putor
tapes of e;ployees to HEIU. Criticissm of Project patch focused
on the alleged improper transfer of information by CSC and
DOD. Section 3 of the Supplemental Guidance attempts to
balance the responsibilities for matching programs so that
the Feder.al agency seeking tc carry out a matching Program
must share responsibility for the match with the entity or
agency that is supplying the necessary records.

The Supplemental Guidance also provides, among other
things, that the matchinc caency may carry out the program
only "if the matching program will be fair and ecuitEble
and minimize any chilling effect on the exercise of indivi-
dual rights" and "only it there will be a demonstrable
financial benefit to the Federal Government from the match-
ing program" that sionificantly outweicghs any harm to indi-
viduals. The "fair and eauitable" standard is vague and
relatively easy to justify. The standard for a demonstra-
tion of financial beneift is also unclear since the finan-
cial benefit of the match may not be apparent until the
match has already qccurred. We assume that a reasonable
estimate of the financial benefit can be made in advance,
but this should be clarified.

The provision in section 3(e) that matching proarams
should be carried out by officials of the matching agencv
and not by contractors or arantees seems to be appropriate
since the officials of the r,.atchincj acency are more account-
able to the Office of !:ar.ace-ent end Budoet (Coi-B,) than *a rni-
vate contractor of the matching agency. Since CYgLIs authority
with resDect to the Privacv Act is advisorv rather than manda-
tory ano sinca the iinal 'ccision tcr a:-en-c actions is with
the agency itself, C:*!E's edvicorv influence would be lessened
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even more If private contractors or grantees could conduct
the matches.

Section 5. r:EQUIRE;I1,NTS FOR MATCHING PRCGPA!RS--
[lATCHING SOURCES

Perhaps the most imoortant provision in the Supplemental
Guidance .s contained in section 5(b)(2), which provides that
all disclosures of records by a Federal matching source to
a matching agency should be marde in accordance with the "rou-
tine use" provisions of the Pr.vacy Act. This provision would
eliminate inconsistencies that occurred in Project iHatch
when CSC released its ccmputer tape to HEW under the Freedom
of Information Act and DOD released its tape pursuant to the
routine use provision of the Privacy Act.

In addOJt.on to the six limitations in the section (4)
(d) of the Supplemental Guidance corcerning disclosures
pursuant to a routine use, the Office of MAanagement and
Budget has issued a transmittal memorandumn that requires
a 60 day prenotification to tihe Congress and a public
not-ice of a proposed routine use in the Federal Register.
(OAB Circular tNo. A-108, September 30, 1975.) These notice
requir-ments help to insure the fair and equitable quality
of the proposed match through public accountability. Never-
theless, the Supplermental Guidance does not give any speci-
fic guidance on the definition of the term "compatible" even
though section 5(b)(3) provide that no disclosure shall be
made by a matching source unless specifically provided by
law or unless the compatibility purpose test is met.

SUMM4ARY

The O;;B Supplemental Guidance provides a framework for
the use of comcouter matches. One of its mlain contributions
is that botn the agency conductinq the Mrntching programs and
the entity or agencv asked to crovide information share the
responsib.litv for deters ning the appropriateness of releas-
.ng .nfor,,dtion for conductina the match. '.hen other Federal
agencies sLoply information, they must transfer such informa-
t en nUrsL,:r.t to the rout.' no A-d ce-t ofol of the Privacy
Act with all its ouhlic notice recu'rements.

Nevertheless, the score of atchinc oroarams is gene-
rally limited to the establishment of procedures and
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limitations as an aid for curtailing fraud or unauthorized
payments under r'e6eral programs, for collecting debts, and
for establishing reporting requirements for 1natchinq programs
carried out by Federal agencies.

Finally, the fact that the Suoolemental Guidance is
advisorv rather than mandatory may be the primary factor in
determining the degree of its effectiveness.

If you nave any additional questio-s concerning these
comments, please contact Suzanne Fisheli of -iy staff.

cc: Mr. Gutmann, LCD
Index and Files




